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“My Precious!!”



Philippians 3:7-10
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Introductions



The Community Health Immersion



Rationale"
Most of us leave our theology at home 
when we go to the doctor or hospital.



Empiric Methodology: "
“Come and See”

Not abstract medical ethics"

Not a generic spirituality of health care"

But a practiced, experiential Christian 
theology of health care: "

Works best as interpreted 
experience: “Come, and you will 
see” (John 1:39)



What is Religion to Health: 
 Frosting or Cake?



Key Point: Faith as Language
“The frosting and cake model of religion forces religious 
worldviews into the categories and language of the 
Enlightenment worldview, and in so doing, it often distorts the 
religious worldview beyond recognition. Just as Buddhism 
cannot be fairly understood in terms of Christian theology, 
specific religions cannot be fairly understood in the terms of 
secularism. We suggest that meaningful findings in the study of 
religion and health will require learning religious worldviews ‘from 
the inside’ and allowing them to speak on their own terms.”"
Daniel E. Hall, Harold G. Koenig, and Keith G. Meador, “Conceptualizing Religion: How language 
shapes and constrains knowledge in the study of religion and health.” Perspectives in Biology 
and Medicine, volume 47, number 3 (summer 2004):386–401.



Question for the Med Students:



The Limits of Medical Education

According to the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching, academic medicine is:"

Not sufficiently learner-centered, 	

lacks a holistic view of patients, 	

Poorly prepares for the interdisciplinary realities of 
health care	

“The pace and commercial nature of health care impede 
inculcation of the fundamental values of the profession.” "

Molly Cooke et al, Educating Physicians: a Call for Reform of Medical School and 
Residency (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2010), 3.



“Medical schools function as de facto moral 
communities shaping learners in toxic ways 
often counter to the overt curricular objectives."
Frederic W. Hafferty, PhD, and Ronald Franks, MD.  “The Hidden Curriculum, 
Ethics Teaching, and the Structure of Medical Education.”  Acad. Med. 
1994;69:861-871.

“The Hidden Curriculum”



MD’s are not formed primarily  “at the 
Bedside”…



…but in its “evil twin, the Corridor”

 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	




Needed:  Alternative Spaces
▪ We need alternative “structures that allow individuals to 
reflect upon the larger structural picture of which they 
are a part.” (Hafferty)"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"



Formal Curriculum:	

“Social Determinants of Health”

“America faces a healthcare crisis whose 
answers lie outside healthcare itself.  
Where we live and work and learn and 
worship has more to do with our health 
than healthcare itself.”	


"
David R. Williams, Ph.D., Harvard 
School of Public Health.



Hidden Curriculum:	

Biomedicine Rules

Symptoms

Disease

Pathology

Treatment Cure

Physical Health



Biomedicine offers No Guidance
"
Here … is our peculiar moral crisis.  We 
are in turbulent seas without a landmark 
precisely because we adhere more and 
more to a view of nature and of man that 
both gives us enormous power and, at the 
same time, denies all possibility of 
standards to guide its use.  Though well-
equipped, we know not who we are nor 
where we are going. 
"
 - Leon Kass, Chairman, The President’s 
Commission on Bioethics



Unscripted, Anxious Stutterers
"
I can only answer the question “What am I to do?” if I can answer the 
prior question “Of what story or stories do I find myself a part?”  We 
enter human society, that is, with one or more imputed characters—roles 
into which we have been drafted—and we have to learn what they are in 
order to be able to understand how others respond to us and how our 
responses to them are apt to be construed.  It is through hearing stories 
about wicked stepmothers, lost children, good but misguided kings, 
wolves that suckle twin boys, youngest sons who receive no inheritance 
but must make their own way in the world . . . that children learn or mis-
learn both what a child and what a parent is, what the cast of characters 
may be in the drama in which they have been born and what the ways of 
the world are.  Deprive children of stories and you leave them 
unscripted, anxious stutterers in their actions as in their words. 
          - Alasdair Macintyre, After Virtue



 A Bigger Story

Creation"
Fall"
Redemption"
New Creation



Overview of Series
I. Introduction:  “Come and See”!

II. (6/2) Healthcare ReFramed: Creation"

III. Healthcare ReFramed:  Fall"

IV. Healthcare ReFramed: Redemption & New Creation "

V. Redemptive Engagement



Re-Framing Science and Medicine

“The Englishness of English is audible only to those 
who know some other language as well. In the 

same way and for the same reason, only 
Supernaturalists really see Nature. You must go a 

little away from her, and then turn your head round, 
and look back. Then at last the true landscape will 
become visible. You must have tasted, however 

briefly, the pure water from beyond the world 
before you can be distinctly conscious of the hot, 

salty tang of Nature’s current….



To treat her as God, or as Everything, is to lose the whole pith and 
pleasure of her. Come out, look back, and then you will see . . . 

this astonishing cataract of bears, babies, and bananas: this 
immoderate deluge of atoms, orchids, oranges, cancers, canaries, 

fleas, gases, tornadoes and toads. How could you ever have 
thought this was the ultimate reality? How could you ever have 

thought that it was merely a stage-set for the moral drama of men 
and women? She is herself.  Offer her neither worship nor 

contempt. Meet her and know her.”"

"
C.S. Lewis, Miracles: a Preliminary Study, 66.
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